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VIDEO: Ask The Experts: Covid-19 Vaccine – Now
Banned on YouTube and Facebook

By Global Research News
Global Research, December 21, 2020
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Theme: Media Disinformation, Science and
Medicine

click screen below to view: important testimonies of medical doctors censored by Youtube
and  Facebook

The opinions of prominent scientists who question the lockdown, the face-mask or social
distancing are “taken down” by Google:

“YouTube doesn’t allow content that spreads medical misinformation that contradicts
the World Health Organization (WHO) or local health authorities‘ medical information
about COVID-19, including on methods to prevent, treat or diagnose COVID-19, and
means of transmission of COVID-19.” (emphasis added)

They  call  it  “fact  checking”.  Similarly,  Twitter  has  confirmed  that  “it  will  remove  all  posts
that  suggest  there  are  ‘adverse  impacts  or  effects  of  receiving  vaccinations’…  Twitter
will: “memory-hole any posts that “invoke a deliberate conspiracy” or “advance harmful,
false, or misleading narratives’ about vaccines.”

click screen below
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